For more than 60 years J+J Flooring Group has crafted intelligent and beautiful commercial flooring for diverse applications. As a division of Engineered Floors, we have proudly grown to be the third largest flooring company in North America. We engineer all of our flooring products with a steadfast commitment to design, quality, service, integrity and sustainability.
TATAMI

Finding inspiration in the clean, uncluttered simplicity of mats finely woven by Japanese artisans, J+J’s latest LVT offering weaves a beautiful and enlightened style of floor covering. Tatami mimics the design of braided soft reeds and rush grasses and will breathe a calming air of minimalism into any environment.

Inspired by Tatami knot, ashlar and Edo, herringbone...
Tatami was thoughtfully designed to coordinate with J+J carpet and Kinetex products. It can also make a strong design statement all on its own for any project application.

- 5mm
- 18” x 36” plank
- Eight colors
- Loose lay installation option with perimeter glue
- High Impact Insulation Classification (IIC) rating for reduction in noise levels
- Fiberglass reinforcement layer

**COMMAND PERFORMANCE**

When it comes to performance, J+J LVT delivers with true, 20-mil commercial wear layer products and a full 10-year commercial warranty. In addition to the durable wear layer, our LVT includes a ceramic bead which is added to the ultraviolet cured urethane clear coat for additional wearability and scratch resistance.

And when installing J+J LVT with carpet, there is no need to worry about multiple adhesives. We have formulated one adhesive to provide a strong and dependable installation for both J+J modular carpet and LVT.

For heavy rolling traffic, J+J LVT features the option to wet-set the installation, allowing for a strong and stable adherence and eliminating the need for two-part epoxy.

Left: Tatami LVT. © 2018 J+J Flooring Group
**SUSTAINABLY SOUND**

J+J believes true sustainability requires full attention to the potential impacts of every aspect of our business. In accordance with our mission of waste reduction, all J+J LVT products are 100% recyclable with up to 25% post-industrial recycled content—a true, safe and reliable stream derived from the manufacturing process. You can rest assured that health is also a top priority and all J+J LVT products are FloorScore Certified.

**ZPT ANTI-MICROBIAL TREATMENT**

J+J LVT features a standard enhancement of ZPT (Zinc Protective Technology) anti-microbial. Dispersed into the product during the manufacturing process, ZPT anti-microbial prevents unpleasant orders, degradation and discoloration as a result of microbial contamination. ZPT contains Zinc Pyrithione as the main ingredient with no harmful additives. Zinc Pyrithione is a common dandruff shampoo main ingredient with no harmful additives. Contamination. ZPT contains Zinc Pyrithione as the degradation and discoloration as a result of microbial contamination. ZPT anti-microbial prevents unpleasant orders, into the product during the manufacturing process, (Zinc Protective Technology) anti-microbial. Dispersed into the product during the manufacturing process, ZPT ANTI-MICROBIAL TREATMENT are FloorScore Certified.

We are the first commercial flooring manufacturer in the United States to achieve this landfill free status and the first company in the industry to have its waste diversion efforts audited and verified by a recognized, third-party certifier. To learn more about zero waste or our other initiatives, see our sustainability progress report online at jjflooring.com/sustainability.

**GREEN CIRCLE - ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL OPERATIONS CERTIFICATION**

We are proudly certified as a Zero Waste to Landfill manufacturer by GreenCircle Certified, LLC, a prominent third-party certifier of environmental claims. We are the first commercial flooring manufacturer in the United States to achieve this landfill free status and the first company in the industry to have its waste diversion efforts audited and verified by a recognized, third-party certifier.

To learn more about zero waste or our other initiatives, see our sustainability progress report online at jjflooring.com/sustainability.

**TATAMI V5003**

**PERFORMANCE**

- Size and Tolerance: ASTM F1085
- Thickness: ASTM F1086
- Squareness: ASTM F2092
- Flexibility: ASTM F1317
- Dimensional Stability: ASTM F1219
- Chemical Resistance: ASTM F1225
- Resistance to Heat: ASTM F1716
- Resistance to Light: ASTM F1515
- Critical Radiant Flux: ASTM E468
- Optical Smoke Density: ASTM E442
- Silo Resistance: ASTM C1038
- Static Load: ASTM F770

**PACKAGING**

- Square feet per plank: 4.3
- Square feet per carton: 27
- Square feet per pallet: 1080
- Weight per plank/bale (lbs/plank): 7.53
- Weight per pallet (LBS): 144.5
- Pieces per box: 6
- Boxes per pallet: 60

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

- Product Warranty: 10 yr Commercial Warranty
- Required Adhesive: Commercial LVT Adhesive
- Installation Method: Full Spread or Loose Lay with Perforated Slate

**ENVIRONMENTAL**

- Indoor Air Quality: LEED v4
- End of Life: FloorScore® Certified
- Contributes to IAQ: Low Emitting Materials
- 100% Recyclable

These photographs are representations of the installation for this product. Your installation may look different than these photos depending upon individual placement, lighting, and overall space layout, including furnishings. Final placement and the resulting visual is thus the customer’s, and not J+J Flooring Group’s responsibility.

We’re on it. The J+J Flooring Group Premium Customer Experience. Our Premium Customer Experience is a carefully crafted process by which we guarantee that our customers will get the products, services and the reliability they expect from us.

To learn more visit jjflooring.com/about/cx

1 Protective UV Cured Urethane with Ceramic Bead
2 20mil Wear Layer
3 High Definition Print Film
4 Impact Resistant Core Layer
5 Fiberglass Reinforcement layer
6 Foundational Base Layer
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©2018 J&J Flooring Group, LLC - This unique design is protected under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976. Any unauthorized copying or duplication of this design constitutes copyright infringement in violation of federal law.
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J+J FLOORING GROUP

J+J Flooring Group knows that each project is unique, and every floor covering specification takes all requirements into consideration. Whether you need the latest LVT products available, inspired broadloom and modular carpet, or a groundbreaking textile composite flooring offered by J+J, we have the most diverse choices in the industry. Most likely, your project requires multiple product types, formats and design considerations, and with the addition of LVT, J+J has you covered – every time.

carpet  |  lvt  |  kinetex

jjflooring.com
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